
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Colombia: 5 Day Nevado Del Ruiz - Medellin (M-ID: 4691)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/4691-colombia-5-day-nevado-del-ruiz-medellin

from $999.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
5 days
12/06/2023 - 12/10/2023 5 days
12/20/2023 - 12/24/2023 5 days

Rarely visited by the average traveler, Nevado del Ruiz is considered to be one of the most exotic
destinations in Colombia.

Welcome to the beating, cosmopolitan heart of central
Colombia. Medellin is a bustling, modern metropolis that
has fast gained a reputation as a “must-see” destination in
Latin America.

Nestled in the Aburrá valley, the city is blessed with
beautiful weather, known as the “city of eternal spring”.
It is the perfect base camp for setting out on a motorcycle
adventure tour to nearby Guatape and Rio Claro, or heading
further to Salento and the Nevado del Ruiz for some of the
most spectacular scenery and riding on the continent.

Rarely visited by the average traveler, Nevado del Ruiz is
considered to be one of the most exotic destinations in
Colombia. Starting with warm temperatures, and ending
next to the snow, this is one of the most biodiverse tours
we offer. 

-

Itinerary:

DAY 1

Start: 9 am
Where: Medellin - Manzales

Riding hours: 5
Highlights Include:

- Twisty, mountain roads up out of Medellin.

- Traditional Colombian barbecue lunch.

- Ride through the Santa Barbara, Pintada, and Caldas
Region.

- Sleepover & dinner at Paraiso Verde Lodge
-
DAY 2

Where: Manizales - Nevado Del Ruiz
Riding hours: 5
Highlights Include:

- Hours of epic enduro riding up to 4,000m.

- Riding in to Valle de las tumbas.

- Breathtaking glacial scenery.

- Lunch on the Road.

- Sleepover at a private hot spring cabin.
-
DAY 3

Where: Nevado Del Ruiz
Riding hours: 5
Highlights Include:

- Morning swim in the thermal baths.

- Riding and exploring the Nevado del Ruiz road & the
paramos.

- Optional Los Nevados hiking tour.

- Sleepover at the luxurious Termales del Ruiz.
-
DAY 4
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Where: Nevado Del Ruiz - Salamina
Riding hours: 5
Highlights Include:

- Breakfast overlooking the mountain valley.

- Winding, mountain backroads up into the coffee country.

- Visiting the quaint, colonial town of Salamina.

- Spent the night in a restored 1860s hotel.
-
DAY 5

Where: Salamina - Medellin

Riding hours: 5
Highlights Include:

- Visit the La Samaria wax palms. The tallest in the world.

- Lunch at a traditional restaurant in La Pintada.

- View over Medellin from Las Palmas viewpoint.

Finish Time: 5 pm
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Countries Colombia

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Combo On-/Offroad

Vehicle motorcycle rent incl.

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) optional

Customer payment protection no

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared room incl. Honda XR190 dual-sport (to book a separate room, please
choose the single private room surcharge)

$999.00

Upgrade to Honda XRE300 dual sport (surcharge) $149.00

-

per pillion passenger in shared dorm (pillion passengers cannot book without an
accompanying rider)

$599.00

per person single private room (surcharge - only available with an additional selection of
the basic price "per rider in shared room") starting at:

$199.00

-

Optional:

per person GoPro & helmet mount - SD-card not included (Surcharge) $55.00

per person Elbow & knee pads (surcharge) $25.00

per person Riding boots (surcharge) $40.00

per person Full gear kit (surcharge) $80.00

per person Rain gear (surcharge) $10.00

-

Support truck - on request: $1,250 USD (split among the group)

Onsite accommodation pre/post tour - on request

Included

Rental motorcycle depending on booking

Gasoline & tolls
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English/Spanish-speaking guides

Entrance to all hot springs

4 x breakfast

5 x lunch

4 x dinner

Helmet, riding gloves

Medical insurance

2-3 Pax shared room accommodation (Single privates from $199 USD)

Not included

International flights

Alcohol and souvenir money

Everything that is not specified under services

More details

Protection equipment is mandatory: Helmet, off-road boots, an armored jacket, or armor at least (if you can’t
bring your own, we can rent you the equipment).

Each tour is tailored on the go to your experience and physical preparation and we will give you riding tips and
formation if necessary to overcome certain obstacles.

What to Bring: Driver's license, Sunscreen, Insect repellent, Long pants, Boots or closed-toed shoes, Swimsuit,
Towel, Alcohol, and souvenir money.

Transfers and extra nights in a hotel can be arranged to accommodate your traveling needs.

The offered dates can be changed on request. Please inquire.

Support truck - on request: $1,250 USD (split among the group)
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